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: 

 Repeat meetings for x days or x weeks and on certain days only (configurable on the Administration page 

and with the MtgRepeatDefault parameter in calagent.inc) 

 New user weekly view (oneweek.asp) 

 New detailed yearly view (yearvie3.asp) 

 New daily report (dayview9.asp; ShowDayReport = True in calagent.inc) 

 New weekly report (weekvie9.asp; ShowWeekReport = True in calagent.inc) 

 Monthly, quarterly, and yearly view new with vertical lines between weeks 

 Better stability in multi-services environments 

 Auto-recovery in cases where scan task hangs in O365 environments 

 Recovering calendar scanning where it was left of when task is stopped 

 Rescanning of calendars at the end of the scan cycle in case there are pending meeting bookings 

 Fixed some time zone issues 

 Improved handling of deadlocks in the database 

 Improved Office 365 integration 

 Many other improvements and fixes 

 

 Accessibility for vision impaired people 

 Displaying Room Capacity 

 Improved Office 365 integration 

 Finnish language support 

 Possibility to configure the detailed daily view to show the Organizer instead of the subject and to define 

background and text colors for categorized meetings 

 Functionality to automatically repeat meetings on certain weekdays 

 Possibility to show only past x days (or current day) and one month into the future in month and detailed 

month views 

 Many other improvements and fixes (e.g. yearly view export and problems in meeting booking 

functionality 

 

 Possibility to modify meetings directly in the AgendaX views 

 Cloud Computing: Possibility to use Outlook MAPI vs. Exchange Server MAPI, to allow scanning hosted 

mailbox calendars with HTTPS 

 Possibility to scan Exchange servers with users on multiple time zones and display meetings of all users in 

the users local time zone 

 Possibility to use AgendaX with its own user management system, for users accessing AgendaX on 

another (untrusted) domain where they don't have a Windows account 

 Meeting booking control system: 

Possibility for a closed user group to book meetings as 'unchangeable'. When such a meeting is later 
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changed by the attendees in either Outlook or AgendaX, the closed user group will be notified of the 

changes. It's also possible to automatically revert back changes made to a meeting, so that a meeting 

remains completely unchangeable. 

 New detailed weekly, monthly, and yearly views 

 Possibility to define a closed user group that is allowed to modify everybody's meetings, regardless of their 

Outlook permissions 

 Possibility to read and display only free/busy data vs. full meeting data 

 Possibility to apply Outlook security to display full meeting data only for calendars with permissions, and 

free/busy data for calendars without permissions 

 Possibility to read only meetings that are categorized, or categorized with certain categories, or to 

exclude meetings that are categorized with certain categories 

 Possibility to apply filters on custom Outlook fields in the views 

 Possibility to display pictures of users along with their Active Directory info 

 Possibility to apply rules to automatically modify meetings based on Title, Category, non-categorized 

meetings, etc. 

 Export to Excel 

 Logging of meetings booked / modified through the web interface 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


